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Abstract—A fundamental open problem in computer vision—determining pose and correspondence
between two sets of points in space—is solved with a novel, fast, robust and easily implementable
algorithm. The technique works on noisy 2D or 3D point sets that may be of unequal sizes and may differ
by non-rigid transformations. Using a combination of optimization techniques such as deterministic
annealing and the softassign, which have recently emerged out of the recurrent neural network/statistical
physics framework, analog objective functions describing the problems are minimized. Over thirty thousand experiments, on randomly generated points sets with varying amounts of noise and missing and
spurious points, and on hand-written character sets demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm. ( 1998
Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Matching the representations of two images has long
been the focus of much research in Computer Vision,
forming an essential component of many machinebased object recognition systems. Critical to most
matching techniques is the determination of correspondence between spatially localized features within
each image. Often such features are treated as points
in 2 or 3 dimensional space. The resulting point
matching problem is difficult to solve—especially
when issues of noise, missing or spurious data, and
non-rigid transformations are tackled.(1)
Using a new technique—the softassign—which has
emerged from the recurrent neural network/statistical
physics framework, we develop new algorithms for 2D
and 3D point matching. Energy functions are formulated for 2D and 3D point matching problems.
These energy functions are characterized by the use of
a match matrix to explicitly denote an assignment
(correspondence) between one set of points and another. The match matrix is a zero—one matrix with
one’s denoting that a point in one set is assigned to
(corresponds to) a point in the other set. The match
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matrix variables must satisfy assignment matrix constraints, i.e. the rows and columns must add up to one
(except for the row and column holding the slack
variables) and the entries must be zero or one. In the
case of a square matrix (where the sets to be matched
are equal in size) the match matrix is a permutation
matrix. Assignment matrix constraints may also be
described as two-way interlocking winner-take-all
(WTA) constraints.
The original Hopfield—Tank neural network(2) had
great difficulty in satisfying assignment matrix constraints since it used penalty functions with fixed parameters. As a result the quality of the solutions
obtained for many optimization problems, like the
traveling salesman problem, was poor.(3,4) More recently, a number of techniques from statistical physics
have been adopted to mitigate these problems. These
include deterministic annealing which convexifies the
energy function in order to avoid some local minima
and the Potts glass approximation which results in
a hard enforcement of one-way (one set of) winnertake-all constraints (WTA) via the softmax.(5 — 7)
However, when the problem calls for assignment
constraints, as does point matching, the resulting energy function must still include a penalty term when
the softmax is employed in order to enforce the second set of WTA constraints. Such penalty terms may
introduce spurious local minima in the energy function and involve free parameters which are hard to set.
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A new technique termed softassign eliminates the need
for all such penalty terms and their associated free
parameters. The first use of the softassign was in an
algorithm for the assignment problem.(8) It has since
been applied to much more difficult optimization
problems, including many special cases of quadratic
assignment problems such as graph matching, TSP,
and graph partitioning.(9— 13) Here for the first time it
is applied to point matching, which is formulated as
a parametric assignment problem. By formulating it
in this manner we are able to combine the estimation
of both pose and correspondence by minimizing
a single non-linear objective function.
The result is a new, fast, robust and easily implementable algorithm to find the pose and correspondence between noisy 2D or 3D unlabeled point sets
despite missing or spurious points. It is derived by
minimizing an analog global objective function using
a combination of optimization techniques incorporating deterministic annealing and the softassign. These
new optimization methods,(10,12,13) not previously
applied to point-matching, result in an accurate and
fast algorithm in the presence of substantial noise and
a high percentage of missing or spurious features.
Over thirty-thousand experiments, on randomly generated points sets with varying amounts of noise and
missing and spurious points, as well as on hand-written character sets demonstrate the robustness of the
algorithm.
2. RELATED WORK

A large number of different approaches have been
tried on point matching. Tree-pruning methods involve searching over a tree of possible matches while
eliminating portions of the search space.(14 — 16) The
generalized Hough transform requires the division of
the parameter space of possible poses into discrete
bins wherein good matches are registered as votes in
the appropriate bin.(17,18) Geometric hashing is another voting scheme where discrete bins are created
for the possible bases that can be used to represent the
point sets.(19,20) In the alignment method(21) each
alignment feature (defined as a set of three distinctive
points) in the image is matched against each alignment feature in the model, from which a pose is
obtained. Subsequently the best such pose is chosen.
More recently, probabilistic techniques have been applied to enhance the speed of this alignment
method.(22) Considerable attention has focused on the
computation of invariants which characterize small
groups of point features despite unknown geometric
transformations (e.g. rigid Euclidean, affine, perspective, and so on)(23,24) and which can then be used in
matching and indexing algorithms, such as geometric
hashing.(19,25) Efficient matching algorithms between
point sets have resulted from minimizing their Hausdorff distance,(26) which can be made robust against
missing points but which does not appear to have
a statistical noise model underlying it since one point

in one set can be the closest point to many points in
the other set. The method is used on edge images with
many points but little independent point jitter. A related distance measure and matching method(27) also
uses closest points.
Techniques more closely related to our neural network algorithms are eigenvector-based approaches,
relaxation labeling algorithms, deformable object
modeling and other neural network methods (there is
a large overlap in methods and ideas within these four
categories). A recent(28) formulation for point matching that is similar to ours uses a pairing matrix that
indicates matches and a proximity matrix whose elements are the pairwise distance between points. The
proximity matrix is a function of a Gaussian weighted
distance metric, with a parameter p which controls the
degree of interaction between the two sets of features.
Their eigenvector-based approach computes the
modes of the proximity matrix, and they show that for
a value of p large enough, they recover the correct
global correspondence. A continuation(29) of this
work includes modal shape information to address
the weaknesses of the earlier(28) algorithm, primarily
its inability to recover large rotations in the transformations, and also that the assumption of large
p may result in algorithmic instabilities.
Deformable object models can be used to define
distance measures between point feature sets, based
on the eigenmodes of an underlying unsampled object
model.(30) These may then be used to solve for correspondence. Deformable template models(31,32) provide a physically-based non-linear optimization
approach to matching but must be separately related
to sparse image data such as point sets, or related
directly to images instead. For example elastic
‘‘snake’’ models(33) are now commonly used to represent unknown curves and to pick them out of intensity
or gradient images. Relating models to image intensities rather than to feature points is favored in recent
face and digit recognition experiments.(34,35)
Relaxation labeling algorithms(36) have also been
widely applied to point matching. However these
methods were originally developed as tools for classification and consequently in general only impose oneway constraints and not the two-way constraints
required for many point matching problems. That is,
there is a constraint that a point in one set can match
to only one point in the other set, but there is no
similar constraint for the points in the second set, i.e.
there is no two-way WTA (assignment) constraint.
Attempts(37) have been made to impose such a twoway constraint within the relaxation labeling framework but do not use other key techniques such as
deterministic annealing, incorporated in algorithms
described in this paper. A more recent attempt(38) uses
a form of deterministic annealing (graduated nonconvexity) within the relaxation labeling framework,
but only with a one-way constraint.
More recently, within the neural network community, several researchers have attempted to formulate
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and solve the point matching problem by minimizing
an objective function which handles both pose and
correspondence. In a series of papers,(39 — 41) several
closely related objective functions containing correspondence and pose parameters were minimized.
None of these methods explicitly handled two-way
constraints. Other methods(35,42,43) use objective
functions with affine and correspondence parameters
but usually have problems related to constraint
satisfaction.
3. 2D WITH AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS

In our first point matching problem, we assume we
are given two 2D point sets, MX N and M½ N, related by
j
k
an affine transformation MA, tN. We assume the affine
transform is bounded in size—for example order of
magnitude differences in scale between the point sets
is not permitted. The positions of each point in 2D
space are noisy; they may be considered as arising
from Gaussian distributions, whose means correspond to the exact x—y coordinates in the absence of
noise. Points can be deleted from or added to each
point set, i.e. outliers may be present in each set. We
then define a set of correspondence variables
Mm N—our match matrix—such that:
jk

G

1 if point X corresponds to point ½ ,
j
k
m "
jk
0 otherwise.
Now our problem may be defined as: given two
such sets of points MX N and M½ N find the affine
j
k
transformation MA, tN—the pose—and the match
matrix Mm N—the correspondence—that best relates
jk
them. Often a point matching algorithm will attempt
to find either the pose or the correspondence, since
knowledge of one relatively easily determines the
other; i.e. given the pose one can determine the correspondence or given the correspondence one can determine the pose. However, in our algorithm we will
determine both simultaneously, producing estimates
for first the correspondence and then the pose and
going back and forth between the correspondence and
pose in an iterative manner. This two stage iterative
algorithm will naturally arise from the minimization
of an energy function describing the problem, using
techniques that have evolved out of the neural network/statistical physics framework.
Therefore given two sets of points MX N and M½ N we
j
k
formulate the following objective to find the affine
transformation, MA, tN, and correspondence or match
matrix, Mm N, which best maps some points of X onto
jk
some points of ½:
J K
E (m, t, A)" + + m EX !t!A½ E2
2D
jk j
k
j/1 k/1
J K
#g(A)!a + + m
jk
j/1 k/1

subject to ∀j + K m 41, ∀k + J m 41, ∀jk m
k/1 jk
j/1 jk
jk
3M0, 1N and
g(A)"c(a2#b2#c2).
A (composed of four separate parameters Ma, #, b, cN)
is decomposed into scale, rotation, and two components of shear as follows:
A"s(a)R(#)Sh (b)Sh (c)
1
2
where

A B
A

s(a)"

3.1. Formulating the objective

(1)

1021

ea 0
,
0 ea

A

eb
Sh (b)"
1
0

B

0
,
e~b

B

cosh(c) sinh(c)
.
Sh (c)"
2
sinh(c) cosh(c)
R(#) is the standard 2]2 rotation matrix. g(A) serves
to regularize(44) the affine transformation by penalizing large values of the scale and shear components.
Three separate regularization parameters, c, i and
j can also be used for this purpose. If different bounds
are desired for the different components of A we could
set g(A)"ca2#ib2#jc2. However, in all the experiments in this paper, only one parameter c was
used to set the bound on the scale and shear components. The constraints on our match matrix, Mm N,
jk
ensure that each point in each image corresponds to
at most one point in the other image. The inequality
constraints on Mm N permit null matches, i.e. permit
jk
outliers.
The a term biases the objective towards matches. It
acts as a threshold error distance, indicating how far
apart two points must be (or how much noise our
system can tolerate) before the points must be treated
as outliers. If for any pair of points MX K , ½ K N and
j k
a current estimate of MA, tN, EX K !t!A½ K E2(a
j
k
then X K will not be considered an outlier with respect
j
to ½ K and vice versa since the objective will now favor
k
(be lower in value) m K K "1 over m K K "0 assuming all
j,k
j,k
other m’s in the jth row and kth column are zero.
The decomposition of A in the above is not required, since A could be left as a 2]2 matrix and
solved for directly in the algorithm that follows.(45)
The decomposition just provides for more precise
regularization, i.e. specification of the likely kinds of
transformations. So, for example, in the experiments
in Section (?) we ran one set of experiments using the
full affine transformation and another set using just
the scale, rotation and translation components of the
affine. Also Sh (c) could be replaced by another rota2
tion matrix, using the singular value decomposition
of A.
In the above objective there are only two parameters, c and a that need to be adjusted—both of
which are dependent upon the problem domain.
While for the experiments in this paper we simply set
these two parameters—thereby also fix the distribution of the population assumed in those experiments—it is possible to use a maximum likelihood
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method to estimate these parameters based on
a sample population if our distribution were unknown.(46)
3.2. ¹he Softassign—an intuitive development
The major hurdle in finding good suboptimal solutions to the point matching objective (1) is satisfying
the two-way constraints, i.e. the row and column
constraints on the match matrix (Fig. 1) together with
the constraint that the individual entries of m be zero
or one.
We will ignore the inequality constraints (ignore for
the moment the slacks in Fig. 1) on the rows and
columns, in order to simplify the following development. Therefore, the constraints state that our match
matrix must be a permutation matrix. (A permutation
matrix is a square zero—one matrix whose rows and
columns add up to one.) We now use deterministic
annealing methods(5,47) to turn our discrete problem
into a continuous one in order to reduce the chances
of getting trapped in local minima. This method consists of minimizing a series of objective functions indexed by a control parameter. As the parameter is
increased the solution to the objective functions approach that of the discrete problem. The major problem now is the minimization of the point matching
objective subject to the usual two-way constraints on
the match matrix and the new constraint that the
individual entries of m lie in the interval [0, 1]. The
constraints are relaxed from permutation matrix constraints to doubly stochastic matrix constraints.
A doubly stochastic matrix is a square matrix with all
positive entries and rows and columns summing to
one—it may roughly be thought of as the continuous
analog of a permutation matrix.
First, we will examine the case where there is only
one constraint. Imagine a subproblem (within a larger

problem) whose objective is to find the maximum
element within a set of numbers (WTA). That is, we
are given a set of variables MQ N where Q 3R1. Then,
j
j
we associate a variable m 3M0, 1N with each Q , such
j
j
that + J m "1. Our aim is
j/1 j
1 if Q K is the maximum number in MQ N,
j
j
mK"
j
0 otherwise,

G

which is equivalent to finding Mm N which maximize
j
+ J m Q . This discrete problem may now be forj/1 j j
mulated as a continuous problem by introducing
a control parameter b'0 and then setting m as
follows:(5,48)
exp(bQ K )
j
mK"
.
j +J exp(bQ )
j
j/1
This is known as the softmax.(49) The exponentiation
used within softmax has the effect of ensuring that all
the elements of Mm N are positive. It is easily shown
j
that as b is increased in the above, the m correspondj
ing to the maximum Q approaches 1 while all the
j
other m approach 0 (except in special cases of ties). In
j
the limit as bPR, the m corresponding to the maxj
imum will equal 1 while all the other m will equal 0.
j
Therefore, an algorithm using a deterministic annealing method to enforce a constraint which selects the
maximum among a group of elements could have the
following form:
Initialize b to b
0
Begin A: (Do A until (b5b ))
f
m0Qexp(bQ )
j
j
m0
j
m1Q
j +J m0
j/1 j
Do rest of algorithm—(Q ’s may be updated)2
j
increase b
End A
However, in our problem we have two-way WTA
constraints: A point in set X must correspond to only
one point in set ½ and vice versa. With the adoption
of deterministic annealing, m can assume values injk
side the unit hypercube but still has to satisfy doubly
stochastic matrix constraints. Fortunately, doubly
stochastic constraints can be satisfied using a remarkable result due to Sinkhorn.(50) Sinkhorn proves that
a doubly stochastic matrix is obtained from any
square matrix with all positive entries by the iterative
process of alternating row and column normalizations. Imagine a subproblem (within a larger problem) whose objective is to find the best (maximum)
assignment given a square benefit matrix of numbers.
That is, we are given a set of variables MQ N where
jk
Q 3R1. Then we associate a variable m 3M0, 1N with
jk
jk
each Q , such that ∀j + K m "1 and
jk
k/1 jk
∀k + J m "1. Our aim is to find the matrix m (a
j/1 jk
permutation matrix) which maximizes the following:

Fig. 1. The match matrix, m.

J K
E (m)" + + m Q .
a
jk jk
j/1 k/1
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This is known as the assignment problem, a classic
problem in combinatorial optimization.51 Therefore
an algorithm using a deterministic annealing method
to enforce a two-way constraint which selects the
maximum assignment among a group of elements
could have the following form:
Initialize b to b
0
Begin A: (Deterministic annealing)
(Do A until (b5b ))
f
m0 Qexp(bQ )
jk
jk
Begin B: (Sinkhorn’s method)
(Do B until m converges)
Update m by normalizing across all rows:
m0
jk
m1 Q
jk +K m0
k/1 jk
Update m by normalizing across all columns:
m1
jk
m0 Q
jk +J m1
j/1 jk
End B
Do rest of algorithm—(Q ’s may be updated) 2
jk
increase b
End A
Note that the exponentiation used has the effect of
ensuring that all the elements of the match matrix are
positive before Sinkhorn’s method is applied. Just
such an algorithm was used(8) to exactly solve the
assignment problem (the global maximum is found).
However, the point matching problem we are trying
to solve is much harder than the linear assignment
problem which can be solved in polynomial time.(52)
Since we have already described a method to solve the
assignment problem, we will find an approximate
solution to our parametric assignment problem by
using a deterministic annealing method to solve a succession of assignment problems. For each assignment
the method returns the corresponding globally optimal doubly stochastic matrix for the current value of
the control parameter.(8) Since a doubly stochastic
matrix (and not a permutation matrix) is returned for
each assignment problem at the current value of the
control parameter we term this a softassign.
Recall our point matching problem corresponds to
the minimization of the objective (rearranging terms)
+ J + K m (EX !t!A½ E2!a)#g(A) subject
j/1 k/1 jk
j
k
to assignment constraints. For fixed MA, tN it is easy to
see this is just an assignment problem where Q "
jk
!(EX !t!A½ E2!a)"!LE /Lm . (The sign
j
k
2D
jk
is reversed because we are minimizing, instead of
maximizing as in the canonical form of the assignment
problem.) We estimate the values of MA, tN (our pose
parameters), subsequently used for each new assignment problem by doing one step of coordinate descent
on those parameters (resulting in an update to our
MQ N assignment matrix as in the immediately precedjk
ing pseudocode above). See Fig. 2 for an overview of
the resulting point matching algorithm. Figure 3 details the softassign.

Fig. 2. Overview of the point matching algorithm. MA, tN are
the affine parameters updated in step E in the pseudocode of
the algorithm in the text and Mm N is the match matrix.
jk

The result is a simple two step iterative algorithm.
In step 1 we estimate our correspondence parameters
(the match matrix) using the softassign. In the step
2 we estimate our pose parameters using coordinate
descent.
One last detail needs to be resolved. The constraints
on m are inequality constraints, not equality constraints. Our algorithm must handle unequal point
sets! Therefore, we transform the inequality constraints into equality constraints by introducing slack
variables, a standard technique from linear programming;(53)
K
K`1
∀j + m 41P∀j + m "1
jk
jk
k/1
k/1
and likewise for our column constraints. An extra row
and column are added to the matrix m to hold the
slack variables (Fig. 1). (This augmented matrix is
denoted by m' ). By incorporating slack variables, the
point matching algorithm can handle outliers
(spurious or missing points) in a statistically robust
manner.(54)
3.3. Pseudocode for the Algorithm
The pseudocode for the point matching algorithm
is as follows (using the variables and constants defined
below) (Fig. 3):
Initialize #, t, a, b, and c to zero, b to b , m' to
0 jk
(1#e), c to c
0
Begin A: Do A until (b5b )
f
Begin B: Do B until m converges or d of iterations
'I
0
Begin C (update correspondence parameters by
softassign):
LE
Q Q! 2D
jk
Lm
jk
m0 Qexp(bQ )
jk
jk
Begin D: Do D until m' converges or d of
iterations 'I
1
Update m' by normalizing across all rows:
m' 0
jk
m' 1 Q
jk +K`1 m' 0
k/1 jk
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Update m' by normalizing across all columns:
m' 1
jk
m' 0 Q
jk +J`1 m' 1
j/1 jk
End D
End C
Begin E (update pose parameters by coordinate
descent):
Update # using analytical solution
Update t using analytical solution
Update a using Newton’s method
Update b using Newton’s method
Update c using Newton’s method
End E
End B
bQb b, cQc/b
r
r
End A
Variable and constant definitions can be found in
Table 1.
For the experiments conducted in Section 5.2 on
2D point sets the following values for the constants
were used: b "0.00091, b "0.2, b "1.075,
0
f
r
c "0.44, a"0.03, I "4, and I "30. These values
0
0
1
were determined by trial and error. The criterion for
convergence for step D was:
J K
+ + Dm0 !m D(e .
jk
jk
2
j/1 k/1
For step B the convergence criterion was
Da0!aD#Db0!bD#Dc0!cD
#Dt0!tD#D#0!#D(e
1
where Ma, b, c, #, tN are the affine parameters in equation (1). In the above the superscript 0 indicates the
intial value of the variable at entry into an iterative
loop. In step B e "0.005 and in step D e "0.05 for
1
2
the experiments in Section 5.2.

The stopping criterion in step D of the algorithm is
a test for convergence as well as a check to see if the
maximum number of iterations have been exceeded.
This is more efficient because in practice it is unnecessary to always have an exactly doubly stochastic
matrix—something close to one works well also.
In the above algorithm we also are decreasing the
value of c, our regularization parameter for the scale
and shear components of the affine, as the algorithm
converges towards a solution. This is because the scale
and shear variables need only be bounded in the
beginning of the algorithm, when the initial range of
possible values is unrestricted. As the algorithm progresses the estimates of pose and correspondence become better and better, narrowing the range of
possible values and thereby gradually eliminating the
need to bound these variables.
In the following we let ¼ $%&
"s(a)Sh1(b)Sh2(c) using
equation (1). Then our update equations for # and t in
step E of the algorithm are:
#"tan~1

+ m ((X !t )¼ !(X !t )¼ )
jk jk
j2
2 k1
j1
1 k2 ,
+ m ((X !t )¼ !(X !t )¼ )
jk jk
j1
1 k1
j2
2 k2
+ m (X ![A½] )
k1 ,
t " jk jk j1
1
+ m
jk jk
+ m (X ![A½] )
k2 .
t " jk jk j2
2
+ m
jk jk

To update a, b and c in step E, the first and second
partial derivatives of equation (1) are calculated with
respect to a, b, and c and these first and second partial
derivatives are then used in Newton’s method to calculate the fixed points.
3.4. Constructing an objective that enforces
the constraints
The dynamics of the algorithm may also be motivated by taking the objective function (1), described
Table 1. Variable and constant definitions for the point
matching algorithm
b
b
0
b
f
b
r
c
c
0
E
2D
Mm N
jk
Mm' N
jk
MQ N
jk
I
0
I
1

Fig. 3. The softassign.

control parameter of the deterministic annealing
method
initial value of the control parameter b
maximum value of the control parameter b
rate at which the control parameter b is increased
regularization parameter for scale and shear components of affine
initial value of the regularization parameter c
point matching objective, equation (1)
match matrix variables
match matrix variables including the slacks (see
Fig. (1)
partial derivative of E with respect to m
2D
jk
maximum d of iterations allowed at each value of
the control parameter, b
maximum d of iterations allowed for Sinkhorn’s
method (back and forth row and column normalizations)
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above and adding an x log x barrier function and
Lagrange multipliers to enforce the constraints. The
point matching objective (1) becomes

Setting the derivative of the energy function in equation (2) w.r.t k to zero (LE] /Lk"0), we solve for the
2D
row constraint:

J K
E] (m, t, A)" + + m EX !t!A½ E2
2D
jk j
k
j/1 k/1
J K
#g(A)!a + + m
jk
j/1 k/1
1 J`1 K`1
# + + m (log m !1)
jk
jk
b
j/1 k/1
K`1
J
#+ k
+ m !1
jk
j
j/1
k/1
K
J`1
#+ l
+ m !1 .
(2)
k
jk
k/1
j/1
In the above we are looking for a saddle point by
minimizing with respect to m, A and t and maximizing
with respect to k and l, the Lagrange multipliers.
The x log x term is a barrier function (also called an
entropy term in statistical physics), which serves to
push the minimum of the objective away from the
discrete points. It convexifies the objective, with the
parameter b controlling the degree of convexity. The
objective (2) can be derived by using techniques from
statistical physics.(5,6,10,55,56)
At first glance, the softassign with its use of iterated
row and column normalization may appear to be
unrelated to the energy function in equation (2). However, this is not the case. Iterated row and column
normalization can be directly related(10) to solving for
the Lagrange parameters (k and l) in equation (2). To
see this, examine the fixed point solution for m in the
above objective:

+ M (2n`1)"1Nexp (bk(n`1) )
jk
j
k
"+exp (b(Q !l(n) )).
jk
k
k
From equations (4)—(6), we get

A
A

B
B

m "exp(b(Q !k !l ))
jk
jk
j
k
where (as before)
LE
Q $%&
! 2D"!(EX !t!A½ E2!a).
jk " Lm
j
k
jk
The fixed point equation contains the two (as yet
undetermined) Lagrange parameters k and l. The
structure of the fixed point solution allows a Lagrange
parameter updating scheme where all the k are updated, followed by all the l. Let the (n#1)th update of
the Lagrange parameter k be associated with the
(2n#1)th update of m and the nth update of the
Lagrange parameter l be associated with the 2nth
update of m. Now,
m(2n`1)"exp (b(Q !k(n`1)!l(n))),
jk
jk
j
k
m(2n)"exp (b(Q !k(n)!l(n) )).
jk
jk
j
k
Taking ratios, we get
m(2n)
jk "exp (!b[k(n)!k(n`1))]).
j
j
m(2n`1)
jk

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

N

m(2n`1)"m(2n) + m(2n) .
(7)
jk
jk
jk
k
We have shown that the k update can be replaced by
row normalization of m. A similar relationship is
obtained between the l update and column normalization. Note that Q remains constant during the row
jk
and column normalizations. We have demonstrated
a straightforward connection between our constraint
energy function (2) and Sinkhorn’s theorem: solving
for the Lagrange parameters in equation (2) is identical to iterated row and column normalization in the
softassign.
The row normalization, column normalization, and
geometric update phases of this algorithm can also be
formalized as a ‘‘clocked’’ objective function, related
to equation (2), which optimizes different subsets of
the variables in different clock phases.(10)
In the above objective we have relaxed one of our
original constraints, ∀jk m 3M0, 1N to ∀jk m 3
jk
jk
[0, 1], i.e. our binary valued correspondence matrix
has become a real valued or fuzzy correspondence
matrix which now permits partial matches, as long as
the sum of these partial matches (across any row or
column) adds to one. The degree of fuzziness of the
correspondence matrix is controlled by the b parameter. In all the experiments in this paper we have
permitted the final correspondence matrix to be
fuzzy—however, if an application needed a solution
in the form of a binary valued correspondence matrix
a simple post processing heuristic could be added to
convert the fuzzy real-valued matrix into a discrete
matrix.
4. 3D WITH ROTATION AND TRANSLATION

The second algorithm solves the 3D—3D pose estimation problem with unknown correspondence.
Given two sets of 3D points MX N and M½ N find the
j
k
rotation R, translation ¹, and correspondence m that
minimize
J K
E (m, ¹, R)" + + m EX !¹!R½ E2
3D
jk j
k
j/1 k/1
J K
!a + + m
jk
j/1 k/1
with the same constraint on the correspondence
matrix m as in 2D affine matching. Note that there is
no regularization term for the M¹, RN parameters. The
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major difference from the 2D case is the absence of the
shear and scale parameters.
This structure of this algorithm is very similar to
the one described for 2D point. The step for updating
m, the softassign (step C in the pseudocode), is the
same as in 2D affine matching. In the routine corresponding to step E in the 2D case, m is fixed, and we
have a labeled 3D to 3D pose estimation problem
which is formulated as a weighted least squares problem and solved using a dual number quaternion representation for rotation and translation(57) and
summarized in the next paragraph. The pseudocode
for the 3D point matching algorithm is as follows:
Initialize ¹, R to zero, b to b , m' to (1#e)
0 jk
Begin A: Do A until (b5b )
f
Begin B: Do B until m converges or K of iterations
'I
0
Begin C (update correspondence parameters by
softassign):
LE
Q Q! 2D
jk
Lm
jk
m0 Qexp(bQ )
jk
jk
Begin D: Do D until m' converges or d of
iterations 'I
1
Update m' by normalizing across all rows:
m' 0
jk
m' 1 Q
jk +K`1 m' 0
k/1 jk
Update m' by normalizing across all columns:
m' 1
jk
m' 0 Q
jk +J`1m' 1
j/1 jk
End D
End C
Begin E (update pose parameters using Walker
et al.’s method):
Update R, ¹ as described below.
End E
End B
bQb b
r
End A
In Walker et al.’s method for solving the absolute orientation problem the rotation and translation are represented by a dual number quaternion
(r, s), rtr"1, rts"0 which corresponds to a screw
coordinate transform. The rotation can be written
as R(r)"¼(r)tP(r) and the translation as ¼(r)ts,
where
r"(r , r , r , r )t,
1 2 3 4

A

r

4

r

3

!r

3

r

4

r

2

!r

1

1

!r

2

¼(r)"

!r

!r
2
r
1
r
4
!r
3

r
r

1

B

2 ,
r
3
r
4

A
A

r
r
4
3
!r
r
3
4
P(r)"
r !r
2
1
!r !r
1
2

!r
2
r
1
r
4
!r
3

r !r
4
3
r
r
3
4
P(r)"
!r
r
2
1
!r !r
1
2

r
2
!r
1
r
4
!r
3

B
B

r

1

r

2 ,
3

r
r

4

r

1

r

2 .
3

r
r

4

Using these representations, the objective function
becomes
J K
E " + + m Ex !¼(r)ts!¼(r)tP(r)y E2
3D
jk j
k
j/1 k/1
where x "(X , 0)t and y "(½ , 0)t are the quaterj
j
k
k
nion representations of X and ½ , respectively.
j
k
Using the properties that P(a)b"¼(b)a and
P(a)tP(a)"¼(a)t¼(a)"(ata)I, the objective function can be formulated as minimizing
E "rtC r#stC s#stC r
3D
1
2
3

(8)

subject to rtr"1 and rts"0 where
J K
C "! + + m P(y )t¼(x ) ,
jk
k
j
1
j/1 k/1
1 J K
C " + + m I,
2 2
jk
j/1 k/1
J K
C " + + m (¼(x )!P( y )) .
3
jk
j
k
j/1 k/1
With this new representation, all the constraint
information, including the current fuzzy estimate of
the correspondence m is absorbed into the three 4by-4 matrices C , C , C in equation (8). The
1
2
3
objective function is minimized by (r*, s*) where r* is
the largest eigenvalue of Ct C~1C !1 (C #Ct ) and
3 2 3 2 1
1
s*"!2C~1 C r. (r*, s*) is then used to determine the
2 3
rotation and translation.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we provide results for the 2D matching problems, including over thirty-thousand experiments on randomly generated point sets as well as
experiments on point sets generated from handwritten
characters.
5.1. Handwritten character data
Our first experiment used point sets generated from
handwritten characters. The handwritten characters
were created using an X-windows tool which enables
us to draw an image on the screen with the mouse and
writing pad. The contours of the images were dis-
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cretized and are expressed as a set of points in the
plane. In the experiments below, we generated 70
points per character on average.
The inputs to the point matching algorithm were
the x—y coordinates generated by the drawing program. No other pre-processing was done. The output
was a correspondence matrix and a pose. In Figs
4 and 5, the correspondences found between several
images drawn in this fashion are shown. To make the
actual point matches easier to see, we have drawn the
correspondences only for every other image point.
In Fig. 4 are several examples, using different digits,
of matches between two handwritten versions of the
same digit. Despite large variations between two versions of the same digit, the algorithm found accurate
correspondences. Excellent correspondences are
found despite large differences in scale. The corre-
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spondence was good between distorted digits, as in
3 and 6, or between different forms of a digit as in
4 and 3. We also provided an example of trying to
finding the correspondence between two different
digits, a 2 and a 4, which as to be expected, did not
work well.
In another experiment Fig. 5, individual letters
were correctly identified within words. Here, no preprocessing to segment the cursive word into letters
was done. The correspondence returned by the point
matching algorithm by itself was good enough for
identification. Even similar letters were differentiated,
for example the ‘‘a’’ in cat was correctly identified even
though the ‘‘c’’ has a similar shape and the ‘‘o’’ was
correctly identified in ‘‘song’’, despite the similarity of
the ‘‘s’’. The time to recognize each character (which
could contain over 100 points) was on the order of

Fig. 4. Correspondence of digits.

Fig. 5. Correspondence: ‘‘a’’ found in ‘‘cat’’, ‘‘o’’ found in ‘‘song’’.
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a minute on a Silicon Graphics workstation with
a R4400 processor.

5.2. Randomly generated point sets
In the second set of experiments (Fig. 6), randomly
generated point sets were matched. In each trial one
point set, the model, was created by randomly
generating with a uniform distribution, 50 points on
a grid of unit area. This point set, the model, was then
used to create another point set, the image, by adding
noise to the model points, deleting and adding model
points and finally remapping the model points in 2D
space by applying a randomly generated affine transform. The image point set created in this manner was
then matched to the model point set, using our algorithm. The pose parameters, Ma, b, c, #, tN of equation
(1), returned by the algorithm were then compared to
the original pose parameters used in the affine transform to create the image point set by remapping the
original model point set. The difference between the
two sets of pose parameters was reported as the error
returned by the algorithm in Fig. 6. All parameters
were selected in a random fashion and over thirtythousand different trials were conducted.
To create an image point set from a model point set,
independent Gaussian noise N(0, p) is added to each
of the model points creating jittered image points.
Then a fraction, p , of the points are deleted, and
d
a fraction, p , of spurious points are added, randomly
s
(with a uniform distribution) on the unit square. Finally, a randomly generated (with a uniform distribution) affine transformation is applied to the set of
points resulting in the new image point set.
Two sets of experiments, using different transformations were conducted. In the first set (right plot
in Fig. 6) a full affine transformation was applied, in
the second set (left plot in Fig. 6) a transform composed only of translation, rotation and scale was used.
The algorithm detailed in this paper can be trivially
modified to find only scale, rotation and translation
(initialize the shear variables Mb, cN to zero and never

update them in step E of the algorithm). Therefore, the
transformations we considered in the two sets of experiments were AK , tP (translation, rotation, scale)
and the full affine transformation, AP, t (translation,
rotation, scale, and two components of shear). The
transformation parameters Mt , t , h, a, b, cN were from
x y
selected from the following ranges: !0.5(t ,
x
t (0.5, !27°(h(27°, 0.54ea42 where a is the
y
scale parameter, and 0.74eb, ec41/0.7 where b, c are
the parameters for the two shears (except in the second set of experiments where b, c were set to zero).
Each of the parameters was chosen independently and
uniformly from the possible ranges.
The error measure (the difference between the pose
parameters returned by the algorithm and the pose
parameters used to generate the image point set from
the model point set) was computed with
e "3
z

K

K

zactual!zestimate
,
width
z

where e is the error measure for parameter z and
z
width is the range of possible values for z. z is one of
z
the pose parameters, Ma, b, c, #, tN, zactual is the value of
the pose parameter used to generate the image point
set from the model point set, zestimate is the value of the
pose parameter returned by the algorithm and width
z
is computed from the ranges reported in the previous
paragraph. Dividing by width is preferable to dividz
ing by zactual, which incorrectly weights small
zactual values. Multiplying by 3 normalizes the error
measure to give an expected value of one in the case
where zactual and zestimate are simply selected at random
from a uniform distribution of width width . The rez
ported error ( y axes of Fig. 6) is the average error over
all the parameters (4 or 6).
The time to recover the correspondence and pose
for a problem instance of 50 points is about 50 s on
a Silicon Graphics workstation with a R4400 processor. By varying parameters such as the annealing rate
(b ) or stopping criterion, this can be reduced to about
r
20 s with some degradation in accuracy. For each

Fig. 6. 2D results for synthetic data. X axis is p, the noise of independent Gaussian jitter.
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Fig. 7. 3D results for synthetic data. Rotation is in degrees; the translation error should be compared to
translations 3[2.5, 7.5]. X axis is p, the noise of independent Gaussian jitter.

trial combinations of p3M0.01, 0.02, 2 , 0.08N and
p 3M0%, 10%, 30%, 50%N and p 3M0%, 10%N were
d
s
used.
Results are reported separately for transformations
AK , t and A, t. For each combination of (p—p —p ) 500
d s
test instances were generated. Each data point in
Fig. 6a and b represents the average error measure for
500 trial runs, one trial for each test instance; all data
points represent a total of 32,000 test instances. Raising the noise in the form of independent Gaussian
jitter and/or missing and extra points increases the
error measure monotonically. As expected, the transformation AK has better results than the affine transformation A. The parameter values used in these
experiments are reported in Section 3.3.
5.3. Randomly generated point sets: 3D
The experimental setup for 3D point matching is
similar to the setup for 2D (random) point matching
described in Section 5.2. Each experimental trial for
3D point matching involves generating a random 3D
point set as the model point set, and then generating
an image point set by applying a random transformation, adding noise of independent Gaussian jitter and
then randomly adding and deleting points.
Twenty points are generated from a uniform distribution within a unit cube. The parameters for the
transformation are generated as follows: The three
Euler angles for determining R are selected from
a uniform distribution º[20°, 70°]. Translation parameters ¹ , ¹ , ¹ are selected from a uniform distrix y z
bution º[2.5, 7.5]. Gaussian noise N(0, p) is added to
the points. The objective then is to recover the three
translation and three rotation parameters and to find
the correspondence between this and the original
point set. The rotation errors in degrees and the
translation errors in units are summarized in Fig. 7.
These plots show the average differences between the
rotations and translations returned by the algorithm
and the rotations and translations used to generate
the image point sets. For each combination of

(p—p —p ) 150 trials were run. These experiments were
d s
conducted with the following parameter values:
b "0.01/S, b "1.053, b "100/S, I "10 and
0
r
f
0
I "30 where S"(1/JK)+ EX !½ E2, the mean
jk j
k
1
distance between points. These experiments on sets
of 20 points took under 5 s on a Silicon Graphics
workstation.

6. CONCLUSION

We have developed a new, fast, robust and easily
implementable algorithm for solving 2D and 3D pose
estimation and correspondence problems. It is new,
the algorithm incorporates a novel optimization technique and the softassign which has recently emerged
from the neural network/statistical physics framework. The softassign, which allows optimization
problems requiring two-way (assignment) constraints
to be solved without the use of any penalty terms in
the objective functions, is applied for the first time to
point matching. It is fast—we are able to match sets
of 50 or more points (including missing and spurious
points) in a few seconds. Many other point matching
methods, when trying to find affine transformations
between noisy point sets with missing and extra points
are much less efficient: For example, see tree-pruning,(14) alignment,(21) neural networks,(43) Hough
transforms,(1) geometric hashing(19) and pose clustering.(18) It is robust—its use of slack variables permit
the handling of outliers in a statistically robust manner. Moreover, a large number of experiments demonstrate it can tolerate a high degree of noise and still
recover accurate pose parameters. It is easy to implement. The optimization techniques are simple; the
correspondence parameters are calculated using the
softassign and the pose parameters are calculated
using coordinate descent. No gradient descent
methods are used, eliminating the need for line
searches and/or gradient projections. No specialized
pre-packaged optimization software or routines are
required.
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Many promising directions for enhancement of this
algorithm exist. The affine transform need not be
decomposed; it can be solved for directly in the algorithm, simplifying the procedure even more.(45) Instead of just using location information, feature
vectors may be attached to each point, indicating such
low-level visual attributes as edges, curves, color,
etc.(12,45) Multiple affine transformations may be applied to the same image, allowing a decomposition of
the object into parts.(12,40,45,58) Finally the algorithm
may be used as a distance measure and incorporated
within a clustering algorithm to learn prototypical
object shapes.(9,12)
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